Wiener algebra. Interesting results in the topic have also been presented by A. Boulkhemair in [B] (1) at (x, D) is continuous on L2(IRn) for every t E ~0,1~; (2) [DS] . The dp and any function X on R', then Ha,p,x,dp, in (0.3)" makes sense, and we let be the set of all a E such that Ha,p,x,dp, E In particular is independent of the choice of test function X and measure dp, which gives an extension and improvement of (4) [B] , one proves that it is possible to extend the definition of Op(a) in a unique way to any a E and that one still has that Op(a) is continuous on L (R).
Through the papers in [S2] and [B] , it seems to be well-known also that for In the last part of the paper we discuss a case of dp-admissible functions where may not be necessarily periodic. The corresponding symbol classes which arise here, are in some sense related to the Hormander classes S(m, g) (see in ~H~ ), and in general quite different from the ,S'w-spaces above. (1) the functions x and x are measurable functions with respect to the measure dit Q9 dy; (2) then the mappings y -= X (x, y) and y F-+ y) belong to (3) if y E R', then the mappings x H x(x, y) and x H are dJ1-measurable and (4) there exists a constant C such that for every v E one has
We shall mainly consider the case when A4 C and that x(x, y) = xo(y -x), for some Xo E Then we say that xo is dit-admissible when X is d/z-admissible. In Proposition 1.6 below we prove that xo is du-admissible when p is periodic and XO, dp satisfy (0.5).
The Proof. First we prove that it exists a function X' E such that 0 X' 1, X'(0) = 1 and where x~ (y) = x' (y-x) . In fact, since d~u is periodic, it follows for any choice of x' E Co that the left-hand side of (1.6) is a periodic C°°-function, with the same period as dJ1. Hence, if K C R' is a fix compact set, containing a whole period for dJ1, then it suffices to prove that (1.6) is true only for every y E K. From (0.5), it follows now easily, using some simple arguments of approximation, that (1.6) holds when y E K, for some choice of largely supported x' E Co .
The assertion follows now if we let be equal to the left-hand side of (1.6). It In this section we shall discuss a case of dp-admissible functions, where the measure dp is not necessarily periodic, and the symbol classes in some sense are related to the symbol classes S(m, g), introduced by Hormander in Section 18.4-18.5 in [H] . As in Section 1, we consider here only continuity properties in the Weyl calculus. Since these questions may be discussed independently of the choice of symplectic coordinates, we may formulate the results in such a way that the symbols are functions or distributions on the symplectic vector space W = T*V = V 0 V', with symplectic form a. Here V is a vector space of dimension n oo, V' its dual, and a (X, Y) = ~y, ~~ -~x, r~~ , where X = (x, ~) E T * V and The metric g above should be slowly varying and a-temperature on W, and we let hg(X) = be the Plank's constant. [H] .) By Lemma 18.6.4 in [H] 
